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Adaptive/Resilience Water ManagementHowever, water and wastewater systems are more than the sum of their engineered parts. They can be described as socio-technical systems, or socio-ecological systems, as they involve highly complex interactions between human, technological and environmental components. And among researchers who study the behaviour of such big systems, the idea of resilience has very broad implications. Its origins are often traced to early developments in the field of ecology (e.g. Holling, 1973).There are ways of making the built infrastructure more flexible and adaptable. On the water supply side, for instance, two strategies are often suggested – diversification and connectivity. Diversification implies incorporating a broad range of source options within a water system, so that if one source is disrupted, others can help to compensate. The UK’s recent Water White Paper argues that improving connectivity between water supplies in different parts of the country (e.g. by encouraging water companies to share/trade water) will lead to a similar result.2There are also ways of introducing flexibility within patterns of water demand. For instance, the scheme that arose for the California San Francisco Bay/San Joaquin Delta water management programme (known as CALFED) allowed different user groups to ‘trade’ water allocations, so that patterns of use could be swiftly adjusted as water availability changed. This helped to overcome the frequent conflicts and stalemates that arose over allocations, and helped ensure that water was used where it was needed most.  This is still not a common approach though due to regulatory and transaction cost barriers.
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For us in environmental management and policy, the story begins with Holling’s seminal 1973 paper referring to the resilience of an ecosystem as the measure of its ability to absorb changes and still exist. He further contrasted resilience with stability, defined as the ability of a system to return to its original equilibrium state after a temporary disturbance, but also argued that resilience and stability were BOTH important properties of ecological systems. This later led to a distinction between engineering resilience and ecological resilience. Traditional engineering resilience considers ecological systems to exist close to a stable steady-state. Resilience is here the ability to return to the steady-state following a perturbation. Ecological resilience emphasizes conditions far from any stable steady-state, where instabilities can flip a system from one regime of behaviour into another. Resilience is here the system’s ability to absorb disturbances before it changes the variables and processes that control behaviour.One common definition from the Engineering literature reads: "The intrinsic ability of a system to adjust its functioning prior to, during, or following changes and disturbances, so that it can sustain required operations under both expected and unexpected conditions." For ecosystem and social-ecological system dynamics that can be represented by an adaptive cycle, four distinct phases have been identified:growth or exploitation (r)conservation (K)collapse or release (omega)reorganization (alpha)The adaptive cycle exhibits two major phases (or transitions). The first, often referred to as the foreloop, from r to K, is the slow, incremental phase of growth and accumulation. The second, referred to as the backloop, from Omega to Alpha, is the rapid phase of reorganization leading to renewal.During the slow sequence from exploitation to conservation, connectedness and stability increase and a capital of nutrients and biomass (in ecosystems) is slowly accumulated and sequestered. Competitive processes lead to a few species becoming dominant, with diversity retained in residual pockets preserved in a patchy landscape. While the accumulated capital is sequestered for the growing, maturing ecosystem, it also represents a gradual increase in the potential for other kinds of ecosystems and futures. For an economic or social system, the accumulating potential could as well be from the skills, networks of human relationships, and mutual trust that are incrementally developed and tested during the progression from r to K. Those also represent a potential developed and used in one setting, that could be available in transformed ones.



Resilience engineering for water relies on understanding and manipulating the 
following four basic abilities:  

• The ability to monitor. Knowing what to look for, or being able to monitor 
that which is or could seriously affect the system’s performance – 
positively or negatively. The monitoring must cover the system’s own 
performance as well as what happens in the environment. 

• The ability to respond. Knowing what to do, or being able to respond to 
regular and irregular changes, disturbances, and opportunities by 
activating prepared actions or by adjusting current mode of functioning. 

• The ability to learn. Knowing what has happened, or being able to learn 
from experience, in particular to learn the right lessons from the right 
experience. 

• The ability to anticipate. Knowing what to expect, or being able to 
anticipate developments further into the future, such as potential 
disruptions, novel demands or constraints, new opportunities, or changing 
operating conditions.  

These are increasingly sophisticated functions 
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Preferred OptionHousehold water demand and wastewater production is reduced due to the use of water efficient fittings and appliancesPotable water is only used in kitchens and bathroomsTreated wastewater is used for clothes washing, toilet flushing and garden irrigation (a ‘third pipe’ will be needed to distribute this treated water)Stormwater is treated and some is discharged through rehabilitated waterways and some is pumped into an aquifer Water from the aquifer is subsequently pumped out, treated and used for potable water supply (any excess water from the aquifer can be used to supplement garden irrigation demandClosed loop



There are many sources of water 

Potable water – usually from surface water in RSA 
Light greywater – from washbasins, showers and baths 
Dark greywater – from toilets and the kitchen sink 
Treated wastewater – from treatment works 
Groundwater – could be soil moisture or deeper 
Acid mine drainage – a key challenge for many cities with 
adjacent mining (e.g. Johannesburg, RSA) 
Sea water – not just for desalination! 
Rainwater – from roofs or similar 
Stormwater – from the local drainage system 
Virtual water – water used in the production of food and goods 
produced elsewhere 

 



The Singapore story 



The four ‘taps’ 

In a bid to ensure water security, water supply in Singapore is now 
being diversified. Currently (2013): 

1. Imported water from Malaysia (40%)
2. Water harvesting from the local catchments (35%)
3. Treated effluent (NEWater) (15%)
4. Desalinated water from the sea (10%)

The objective is to minimise/eliminate Tap #1 – so as not to be reliant 
on Malaysia for this critical resource 



Local solutions with global impact 
Please have one slide where you clearly articulate the global impact of 

your research in terms of internationally recognised research, or 
international collaborations formed, etc. 

27 Sept Armitage et al. 



31-Oct-16File name 



Bristol, England 
Though sometimes not thought of as such, Bristol has much to offer the 
emergent debate about building resilience into urban water systems 

A few quick examples must suffice! 



1. In cities more users are served per unit length of underground network!

2. Possible (but not yet common) to include water in development planning

3. Green infrastructure: permeable paving, urban green spaces, passive
heating and cooling, rainwater harvesting, etc.

Redland Green School, Bristol, UK 

• Completed: 2007
• SuDS: Green Roofs, Swales and

Permeable Paving
• Water awareness education for

staff & pupils
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Clever Urban Water Sensitive Design



 
 
 
 
 
 

•20m grid map and 4m grid map 

Better data can broker better solutions 
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With respect to surface water, improved modelling tools and techniques are allowing for much finer resolution modelling of actual and predicted flood surfaces in British cities, including Bristol, which are becoming increasingly vulnerable to flooding as a result of climate change, individual householder behaviours (paving!) and poor (with respect to water) development control.Extensive efforts have however been made by many showcase developers to implement high standards of Green Infrastructure for, among other benefits, better flood protection – ecosystems services perspectives





BUT – ultimately “resilience” is less about hard engineering in the 
physical environment and more about soft engineering of what I have 
elsewhere referred to as the “hydrosocial contract”: 

 

The unique combination of technological, economic, 

political, cultural and environmental conditions that is 

relatively stable for a period of time (usually several 

decades). 
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www.watersecuritynetwork.org 
www.twitter.com/water_network  
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